SAFETY
ALERT
SAFEWORK NSW

SAFE WORK AROUND CELLAR
DOOR HATCHES IN THE
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
This safety alert reminds person
conducting a business or undertaking’s
(PCBU’s) Controllers of Premises where
cellar trapdoors are used to access
basement type cellars that controls must
be implemented to prevent persons from
falling into the open cellar door in a busy
public area.

BACKGROUND
In an incident earlier this year, a worker fell
approximately 2.5m to the floor of a cellar.
The cellar trapdoor had been left unattended
with no preventative controls in place. The worker
received life changing injuries as a result of the fall
and will not be able to return to any duties for a
period of at least six months.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
Preliminary findings by SafeWork NSW indicate
there was a lack of safe systems of work for
preventing falls into the cellar.
• The cellar door was left in the open position
unattended.

ACTION REQUIRED
PCBU’s whose workplace includes risks of falls
from heights as well as PCBU’s who are controllers
of premises must eliminate the risk of falls from
heights or if this is not reasonably practicable,
control the risks of falls from heights.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
• Use an above ground storage room rather than
a cellar.
• Install stairs where possible.
• Install self closing barriers and/or permanent
barriers around the cellar trap door.
• Installing built in guard around the cellar
trap door.
• Regularly assess the safety of your work place
environment.

FURTHER INFORMATION
• Managing the risk of falls at workplaces code of
practice (catalogue no. SW08159).
• Visit www.safework.nsw.gov.au or phone 13 10 50.

• No system for warning others that the cellar
door was open
• No physical barrier in place to prevent persons
from falling into the cellar trapdoor opening.

Disclaimer
This publication may contain information about
the regulation and enforcement of work health
and safety in NSW. It may include some of your
obligations under some of the legislation that
SafeWork NSW administers. To ensure you
comply with your legal obligations you must
refer to the appropriate legislation.
Information on the latest laws can be checked
by visiting the NSW legislation website
www.legislation.nsw.gov.au

This publication does not represent a
comprehensive statement of the law as it
applies to particular problems or to individuals
or as a substitute for legal advice. You should
seek independent legal advice if you need
assistance on the application of the law to your
situation.
This material may be displayed, printed and
reproduced without amendment for personal,
in-house or non-commercial use.
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